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7s start CL- 

CLABBER ABBCELR to curdle (to congeal (to change from fluid to solid)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CLACHAN AACCHLN hamlet (small town) [n -S] 

CLACKED ACCDEKL CLACK, to make abrupt, dry sound [v] 

CLACKER ACCEKLR one that clacks (to make abrupt, dry sound) [n -S] 

CLADDED ACDDDEL CLAD, CLOTHE, to provide with clothing [v] 

CLADISM ACDILMS method of cladist [n -S] 

CLADIST ACDILST taxonomist who uses clades in classifying life-forms [n -S] 

CLADODE ACDDELO leaflike part of stem [n -S] 

CLAGGED ACDEGGL CLAG, to clog (to block up or obstruct) [v] 

CLAIMED ACDEILM CLAIM, to demand as one's due [v] 

CLAIMER ACEILMR one that claims (to demand as one's due) [n -S] 

CLAMANT AACLMNT noisy (making loud sounds) [adj] 

CLAMBER ABCELMR to climb awkwardly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CLAMMED ACDELMM CLAM, to dig for clams (bivalve mollusks) [v] 

CLAMMER ACELMMR one that clams (to dig for clams (bivalve mollusks)) [n -S] 

CLAMORS ACLMORS CLAMOR, to make loud outcries [v] 

CLAMOUR ACLMORU to clamor (to make loud outcries) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CLAMPED ACDELMP CLAMP, to fasten with clamp (securing device) [v] 

CLAMPER ACELMPR device worn on shoes to prevent slipping on ice [n -S] 

CLANGED ACDEGLN CLANG, to ring loudly [v] 

CLANGER ACEGLNR blunder [n -S] 

CLANGOR ACGLNOR to clang repeatedly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CLANKED ACDEKLN CLANK, to make sharp, metallic sound [v] 

CLAPPED ACDELPP CLAP, to strike one palm against other [v] 

CLAPPER ACELPPR one that claps (to strike one palm against other) [n -S] 

CLAQUER ACELQRU claqueur (member of claque) [n -S] 

CLAQUES ACELQSU CLAQUE, group of hired applauders [n] 

CLARETS ACELRST CLARET, dry red wine [n] 

CLARIES ACEILRS CLARY, aromatic herb [n] 

CLARIFY ACFILRY to make clear [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

CLARION ACILNOR to proclaim by blowing medieval trumpet [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CLARITY ACILRTY state of being clear (clean and pure) [n -TIES] 

CLARKIA AACIKLR annual herb [n -S] 

CLAROES ACELORS CLARO, mild cigar [n] 

CLASHED ACDEHLS CLASH, to conflict or disagree [v] 

CLASHER ACEHLRS one that clashes (to conflict or disagree) [n -S] 

CLASHES ACEHLSS CLASH, to conflict or disagree [v] 

CLASPED ACDELPS CLASP, to embrace tightly [v] 

CLASPER ACELPRS one that clasps (to embrace tightly) [n -S] 

CLASSED ACDELSS CLASS, to classify (to arrange according to characteristics) [v] 

CLASSER ACELRSS one that classes (to classify (to arrange according to characteristics)) [n -S] 

CLASSIC ACCILSS work of enduring excellence [n -S] 

CLASSIS ACILSSS governing body in certain churches [n -SSES] 

CLASSON ACLNOSS subatomic particle [n -S] 

CLASTIC ACCILST rock made up of other rocks [n -S] 
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CLATTER ACELRTT to move with rattling noise [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CLAUCHT ACCHLTU CLEEK, to clutch (to grasp and hold tightly) [v] 

CLAUGHT ACGHLTU to clutch (to grasp and hold tightly) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CLAUSAL AACLLSU CLAUSE, distinct part of composition [adj] 

CLAUSES ACELSSU CLAUSE, distinct part of composition [n] 

CLAVATE AACELTV shaped like club [adj] 

CLAVERS ACELRSV CLAVER, to gossip (to talk idly about affairs of others) [v] 

CLAVIER ACEILRV keyboard instrument [n -S] 

CLAWERS ACELRSW CLAWER, one that claws (to scratch with claws (sharp, curved toenails)) [n] 

CLAWING ACGILNW CLAW, to scratch with claws (sharp, curved toenails) [v] 

CLAXONS ACLNOSX CLAXON, klaxon (low-pitched horn) [n] 

CLAYIER ACEILRY CLAYEY, resembling clay [adj] 

CLAYING ACGILNY CLAY, to treat with clay (fine-grained, earthy material) [v] 

CLAYISH ACHILSY resembling or containing clay [adj] 

CLAYPAN AACLNPY shallow natural depression [n -S] 

CLEANED ACDEELN CLEAN, to rid of dirt or stain [v] 

CLEANER ACEELNR CLEAN, free from dirt or stain [adj] / one that cleans (to rid of dirt or stain) [n -S] 

CLEANLY ACELLNY habitually clean [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

CLEANSE ACEELNS to clean (to rid of dirt or stain) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

CLEANUP ACELNPU act of cleaning [n -S] 

CLEARED ACDEELR CLEAR, to remove obstructions [v] 

CLEARER ACEELRR CLEAR, clean and pure [adj] / one that clears (to remove obstructions) [n -S] 

CLEARLY ACELLRY in clear (clean and pure) manner [adv] 

CLEATED ACDEELT CLEAT, to strengthen with strip of wood or iron [v] 

CLEAVED ACDEELV CLEAVE, to split or divide [v] 

CLEAVER ACEELRV heavy knife [n -S] 

CLEAVES ACEELSV CLEAVE, to split or divide [v] 

CLEEKED CDEEEKL CLEEK, to clutch (to grasp and hold tightly) [v] 

CLEFTED CDEEFLT CLEFT, CLEAVE, to split or divide [v] 

CLEMENT CEELMNT merciful (full of mercy) [adj] 

CLEOMES CEELMOS CLEOME, tropical plant [n] 

CLEPING CEGILNP CLEPE, to call by name [v] 

CLERICS CCEILRS CLERIC, member of clergy [n] 

CLERIDS CDEILRS CLERID, predatory beetle [n] 

CLERISY CEILRSY well-educated class [n -SIES] 

CLERKED CDEEKLR CLERK, to serve as clerk (office worker) [v] 

CLERKLY CEKLLRY pertaining to clerk [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

CLEWING CEGILNW CLEW, to roll into ball [v] 

CLICHED CCDEHIL CLICHE, trite expression [adj] 

CLICHES CCEHILS CLICHE, trite expression [n] 

CLICKED CCDEIKL CLICK, to make short, sharp sound [v] 

CLICKER CCEIKLR one that clicks (to make short, sharp sound) [n -S] 

CLIENTS CEILNST CLIENT, customer (one who buys something) [n] 

CLIMATE ACEILMT weather conditions characteristic of area [n -S] 

CLIMBED BCDEILM CLIMB, to ascend (to go or move upward) [v] 

CLIMBER BCEILMR one that climbs (to ascend (to go or move upward)) [n -S] 
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CLINGED CDEGILN CLING, to adhere closely [v] 

CLINGER CEGILNR one that clings (to adhere closely) [n -S] 

CLINICS CCIILNS CLINIC, medical facility [n] 

CLINKED CDEIKLN CLINK, to make soft, sharp, ringing sound [v] 

CLINKER CEIKLNR to form fused residue in burning [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CLIPPED CDEILPP CLIP, to trim by cutting [v] 

CLIPPER CEILPPR one that clips (to trim by cutting) [n -S] 

CLIQUED CDEILQU CLIQUE, to form clique (exclusive group of persons) [v] 

CLIQUES CEILQSU CLIQUE, to form clique (exclusive group of persons) [v] 

CLIQUEY CEILQUY inclined to form cliques [adj -UIER, -UIEST] 

CLITICS CCIILST CLITIC, word pronounced as part of neighboring word [n] 

CLITTER CEILRTT to make thin rattling sound [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CLIVERS CEILRSV annual herb [n CLIVERS] 

CLIVIAS ACIILSV CLIVIA, flowering plant [n] 

CLOACAE AACCELO CLOACA, sewer [n] 

CLOACAL AACCLLO CLOACA, sewer [adj] 

CLOACAS AACCLOS CLOACA, sewer [n] 

CLOAKED ACDEKLO CLOAK, to conceal (to keep from sight or discovery) [v] 

CLOBBER BBCELOR to trounce (to beat severely) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CLOCHES CCEHLOS CLOCHE, bell-shaped hat [n] 

CLOCKED CCDEKLO CLOCK, to time with stopwatch [v] 

CLOCKER CCEKLOR one that clocks (to time with stopwatch) [n -S] 

CLOGGED CDEGGLO CLOG, to block up or obstruct [v] 

CLOGGER CEGGLOR one that clogs (to block up or obstruct) [n -S] 

CLOMPED CDELMOP CLOMP, to walk heavily and clumsily [v] 

CLONERS CELNORS CLONER, one that clones (to reproduce by asexual means) [n] 

CLONING CGILNNO technique for reproducing by asexual means [n -S] / CLONE, to reproduce by asexual means [v] 

CLONISM CILMNOS condition of having clonus [n -S] 

CLONKED CDEKLNO CLONK, to make dull thumping sound [v] 

CLOPPED CDELOPP CLOP, to make sound of hoof striking pavement [v] 

CLOQUES CELOQSU CLOQUE, fabric with embossed design [n] 

CLOSELY CELLOSY CLOSE, near (situated within short distance) [adv] 

CLOSERS CELORSS CLOSER, one that closes (to block against entry or passage) [n] 

CLOSEST CELOSST CLOSE, near (situated within short distance) [adj] 

CLOSETS CELOSST CLOSET, to enclose in private room [v] 

CLOSEUP CELOPSU photograph taken at close range [n -S] 

CLOSING CGILNOS concluding part [n -S] / CLOSE, to block against entry or passage [v] 

CLOSURE CELORSU to cloture (to end debate by calling for vote) [v -D, -RING, -S] 

CLOTBUR BCLORTU type of plant with prickly seeds [n -S] 

CLOTHED CDEHLOT CLOTHE, to provide with clothing [v] 

CLOTHES CEHLOST CLOTHE, to provide with clothing [v] 

CLOTTED CDELOTT CLOT, to form into clot (thick mass) [v] 

CLOTURE CELORTU to end debate by calling for vote [v -D, -RING, -S] 

CLOUDED CDDELOU CLOUD, to cover with clouds (masses of visible vapor) [v] 

CLOUGHS CGHLOSU CLOUGH, ravine (narrow, steep-sided valley) [n] 

CLOURED CDELORU CLOUR, to knock or bump [v] 
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CLOUTED CDELOTU CLOUT, to hit with hand [v] 

CLOUTER CELORTU one that clouts (to hit with hand) [n -S] 

CLOVERS CELORSV CLOVER, plant [n] 

CLOVERY CELORVY CLOVER, plant [adj] 

CLOWDER CDELORW group of cats [n -S] 

CLOWNED CDELNOW CLOWN, to act like clown (humorous performer) [v] 

CLOYING CGILNOY CLOY, to gratify beyond desire [v] 

CLUBBED BBCDELU CLUB, to form club (organized group of persons) [v] 

CLUBBER BBCELRU member of club [n -S] 

CLUBMAN ABCLMNU male member of club [n -MEN] 

CLUCKED CCDEKLU CLUCK, to make sound of hen [v] 

CLUCKER CCEKLRU chicken [n -S] 

CLUEING CEGILNU CLUE, to give guiding information [v] 

CLUMBER BCELMRU stocky spaniel [n -S] 

CLUMPED CDELMPU CLUMP, to form into thick mass [v] 

CLUMPER CELMPRU large floating chunk of ice [n -S] 

CLUMPET CELMPTU clumper (large floating chunk of ice) [n -S] 

CLUNKED CDEKLNU CLUNK, to thump (to strike so as to make dull, heavy sound) [v] 

CLUNKER CEKLNRU jalopy (decrepit car) [n -S] 

CLUPEID CDEILPU fish of herring family [n -S] 

CLUSTER CELRSTU to form into cluster (group of similar objects) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CLUTCHY CCHLTUY tending to clutch [adj] 

CLUTTER CELRTTU to pile in disorderly state [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CLYPEAL ACELLPY CLYPEUS, shield-like structure [adj] 

CLYPEUS CELPSUY shield-like structure [n -EI]  

CLYSTER CELRSTY enema (liquid injected into rectum) [n -S] 

 

7s contain -CL- 

ACCLAIM AACCILM to shout approval of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ACLINIC ACCIILN having no inclination [adj] 

ACYCLIC ACCCILY not cyclic (moving in complete circles) [adj] 

ANTICLY ACILNTY in clownish (resembling or befitting clown) manner [adv] 

ARTICLE ACEILRT to charge with specific offenses [v -D, -LING, -S] 

AURICLE ACEILRU ear or ear-shaped part [n -S] 

BECLASP ABCELPS to embrace (to hug (to clasp tightly in arms)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BECLOAK ABCEKLO to place cloak on [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BECLOGS BCEGLOS BECLOG, to clog thoroughly [v] 

BECLOUD BCDELOU to make cloudy [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BECLOWN BCELNOW to cause to appear ridiculous [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BICYCLE BCCEILY to ride bicycle (two-wheeled vehicle) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

BINOCLE BCEILNO binocular [n -S] 

BOUCLES BCELOSU BOUCLE, knitted fabric [n] 

CALICLE ACCEILL cup-shaped anatomical structure [n -S] 

CALYCLE ACCELLY outer calyx [n -S] 

CATCLAW AACCLTW flowering shrub [n -S] 

CENACLE ACCEELN small dining room [n -S] 
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CHICLES CCEHILS CHICLE, tree gum [n]  

CIRCLED CCDEILR CIRCLE, to move or revolve around [v] 

CIRCLER CCEILRR one that circles (to move or revolve around) [n -S] 

CIRCLES CCEILRS CIRCLE, to move or revolve around [v] 

CIRCLET CCEILRT small ring or ring-shaped object [n -S] 

CORACLE ACCELOR small boat [n -S] 

CUBICLE BCCEILU small chamber [n -S] 

CUBICLY BCCILUY in form of cube [adv] 

CUTICLE CCEILTU epidermis [n -S] 

CYCLASE ACCELSY enzyme (complex protein) [n -S] 

CYCLERS CCELRSY CYCLER, cyclist (one who rides bicycle) [n] 

CYCLERY CCELRYY bicycle shop [n -RIES] 

CYCLING CCGILNY act of riding bicycle [n -S] / CYCLE, to ride bicycle [v] 

CYCLINS CCILNSY CYCLIN, any of group of proteins that control cell cycle [n] 

CYCLIST CCILSTY one who rides bicycle [n -S] 

CYCLIZE CCEILYZ to form one or more rings in chemical compound [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

CYCLOID CCDILOY geometric curve [n -S] 

CYCLONE CCELNOY rotating system of winds [n -S] 

CYCLOPS CCLOPSY minute one-eyed crustacean [n -PES, -S] 

DEBACLE ABCDEEL sudden collapse [n -S] 

DECLAIM ACDEILM to speak formally [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DECLARE ACDEELR to make known clearly [v -D, -RING, -S] 

DECLASS ACDELSS to lower in status [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DECLAWS ACDELSW DECLAW, to surgically remove claws of [v] 

DECLINE CDEEILN to refuse (to express oneself as unwilling to accept, do, or comply with) [v -D, -NING, -S] 

DEWCLAW ACDELWW vestigial toe [n -S] 

DICLINY CDIILNY state of having stamens and pistils in separate flowers [n -NIES] 

DICYCLY CCDILYY state of being dicyclic (having two maxima of population each year) [n -LIES] 

ECLAIRS ACEILRS ECLAIR, type of pastry (sweet baked food) [n] 

ECLIPSE CEEILPS to obscure (to make obscure) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

ECLOGUE CEEGLOU pastoral poem [n -S] 

ECLOSED CDEELOS ECLOSE, to emerge as larva from egg [v] 

ECLOSES CEELOSS ECLOSE, to emerge as larva from egg [v] 

ENCLASP ACELNPS to embrace (to hug (to clasp tightly in arms)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENCLAVE ACEELNV to enclose within foreign territory [v -D, -VING, -S] 

ENCLOSE CEELNOS to close in on all sides [v -D, -SING, -S] 

EUCLASE ACEELSU mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

EXCLAIM ACEILMX to cry out suddenly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EXCLAVE ACEELVX portion of country which is isolated in foreign territory [n -S] 

EXCLUDE CDEELUX to shut out [v -D, -DING, -S] 

FUNICLE CEFILNU cordlike anatomical structure [n -S] 

ICICLED CCDEIIL ICICLE, hanging spike of ice [adj] 

ICICLES CCEIILS ICICLE, hanging spike of ice [n] 

INCLASP ACILNPS to enclasp (to embrace (to hug (to clasp tightly in arms))) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

INCLINE CEIILNN to slant (to deviate from horizontal or vertical) [v -D, -NING, -S] 

INCLIPS CIILNPS INCLIP, to clasp (to embrace tightly) [v] 
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INCLOSE CEILNOS to enclose (to close in on all sides) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

INCLUDE CDEILNU to have as part [v -D, -DING, -S] 

MANACLE AACELMN to handcuff (to fetter with restraining cuffs) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

MESCLUN CELMNSU mixture of young tender green herbs [n -S] 

MIRACLE ACEILMR event ascribed to supernatural or divine origin [n -S] 

MONOCLE CELMNOO eyeglass for one eye [n -S] 

MUCLUCS CCLMSUU MUCLUC, mukluk (soft boot worn by Inuits) [n] 

MUSCLED CDELMSU MUSCLE, to proceed by force [v] 

MUSCLES CELMSSU MUSCLE, to proceed by force [v] 

NUCLEAL ACELLNU nuclear (pertaining to nucleus (essential part of cell)) [adj] 

NUCLEAR ACELNRU pertaining to nucleus (essential part of cell) [adj] 

NUCLEIN CEILNNU protein found in nuclei [n -S] 

NUCLEON CELNNOU subatomic particle [n -S] 

NUCLEUS CELNSUU essential part of cell [n -EI, -ES] 

NUCLIDE CDEILNU species of atom [n -S] 

NUNCLES CELNNSU NUNCLE, uncle (brother of one's father or mother) [n] 

OCCLUDE CCDELOU to close or stop up [v -D, -DING, -S] 

ORACLES ACELORS ORACLE, person through whom deity is believed to speak [n] 

OSSICLE CEILOSS small bone [n -S] 

PANICLE ACEILNP loosely branched flower cluster [n -S] 

PEDICLE CDEEILP pedicel (slender basal part of organism) [n -S] 

PINOCLE CEILNOP pinochle (card game) [n -S] 

RADICLE ACDEILR part of plant embryo [n -S] 

RECLADS ACDELRS RECLAD, RECLOTHE, to clothe again [v] 

RECLAIM ACEILMR to make suitable for cultivation or habitation [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RECLAME ACEELMR publicity [n -S] 

RECLASP ACELPRS to clasp again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RECLEAN ACEELNR to clean again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RECLINE CEEILNR to lean or lie back [v -D, -NING, -S] 

RECLUSE CEELRSU one who lives in solitude and seclusion [n -S] 

RECYCLE CCEELRY to process in order to extract useful materials [v -D, -LING, -S] 

RETICLE CEEILRT network of lines in eyepiece of optical instrument [n -S] 

SACLIKE ACEIKLS resembling sac (pouch-shaped structure in animal or plant) [adj] 

SANICLE ACEILNS medicinal herb [n -S] 

SCLAFFS ACFFLSS SCLAFF, to strike ground with club before hitting ball in golf [v] 

SCLERAE ACEELRS SCLERA, white, fibrous outer coat of eyeball [n] 

SCLERAL ACELLRS SCLERA, white, fibrous outer coat of eyeball [adj] 

SCLERAS ACELRSS SCLERA, white, fibrous outer coat of eyeball [n] 

SECLUDE CDEELSU to remove or set apart from others [v -D, -DING, -S] 

SILICLE CEIILLS short, flat silique [n -S] 

SUBCLAN ABCLNSU subdivision of clan [n -S] 

TOECLIP CEILOPT device that holds front of cyclist's shoe to pedal [n -S] 

TREACLE ACEELRT molasses (thick syrup) [n -S] 

TREACLY ACELRTY cloyingly sweet and sentimental [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

TRICLAD ACDILRT aquatic flatworm [n -S] 

TUNICLE CEILNTU type of vestment (one of ceremonial garments of clergy) [n -S] 
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UNCLAMP ACLMNPU to free from clamp [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNCLASP ACLNPSU to free from clasp [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNCLEAN ACELNNU not clean (free from dirt or stain) [adj -ER, -EST] 

UNCLEAR ACELNRU not clear (clean and pure) [adj -ER, -EST] 

UNCLEFT CEFLNTU not cleft (to split or divide) [adj] 

UNCLIPS CILNPSU UNCLIP, to remove clip (fastening device) from [v] 

UNCLOAK ACKLNOU to remove cloak from [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNCLOGS CGLNOSU UNCLOG, to free from difficulty or obstruction [v] 

UNCLOSE CELNOSU to open (to cause to become open) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

UNCLOUD CDLNOUU to free from clouds [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UPCLIMB BCILMPU to climb up [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UPCYCLE CCELPUY to recycle into something of greater value [v -D, -LING, -S] 

UTRICLE CEILRTU saclike cavity in inner ear [n -S] 

VEHICLE CEEHILV device used as means of conveyance [n -S] 

VESICLE CEEILSV small bladder [n -S] 

WAVICLE ACEILVW subatomic particle that can act like both wave and particle [n -S] 

YCLEPED CDEELPY yclept (called; named) [adj] 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

8s start CL- 

CLACKING ACCGIKLN CLACK, to make abrupt, dry sound [v] 

CLADDAGH AACDDGHL ring designed with two hands clasping [n -S] 

CLADDING ACDDGILN something that overlays (to lie over) [n -S] / CLAD, CLOTHE, to provide with clothing [v] 

CLAFOUTI ACFILOTU clafoutis (clafouti) [n -S] 

CLAGGING ACGGGILN CLAG, to clog (to block up or obstruct) [v] 

CLAIMANT AACILMNT one that asserts right or title [n -S] 

CLAIMING ACGIILMN CLAIM, to demand as one's due [v] 

CLAMBAKE AABCEKLM beach picnic [n -S] 

CLAMLIKE ACEIKLLM resembling clam [adj] 

CLAMMIER ACEILMMR CLAMMY, cold and damp [adj] 

CLAMMILY ACILLMMY CLAMMY, cold and damp [adv] 

CLAMMING ACGILMMN CLAM, to dig for clams (bivalve mollusks) [v] 

CLAMORED ACDELMOR CLAMOR, to make loud outcries [v] 

CLAMORER ACELMORR one that clamors (to make loud outcries) [n -S] 

CLAMPING ACGILMNP CLAMP, to fasten with clamp (securing device) [v] 

CLAMWORM ACLMMORW marine worm [n -S] 

CLANGING ACGGILNN CLANG, to ring loudly [v] 

CLANGOUR ACGLNORU to clangor (to clang repeatedly) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CLANKIER ACEIKLNR CLANKY, making sharp, metallic sound [adj] 

CLANKING ACGIKLNN CLANK, to make sharp, metallic sound [v] 

CLANNISH ACHILNNS characteristic of clan [adj] 

CLANSMAN AACLMNNS member of clan [n -MEN] 

CLAPPING ACGILNPP CLAP, to strike one palm against other [v] 

CLAPTRAP AACLPPRT pretentious language [n -S] 

CLAQUEUR ACELQRUU member of claque [n -S] 
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CLARENCE ACCEELNR closed carriage [n -S] 

CLARINET ACEILNRT woodwind instrument [n -S] 

CLASHING ACGHILNS CLASH, to conflict or disagree [v] 

CLASPING ACGILNPS CLASP, to embrace tightly [v] 

CLASSICO ACCILOSS made from grapes grown in certain part of Italy [adj] 

CLASSIER ACEILRSS CLASSY, stylish; elegant [adj] 

CLASSIFY ACFILSSY to arrange according to characteristics [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

CLASSILY ACILLSSY in classy (stylish; elegant) manner [adv] 

CLASSING ACGILNSS CLASS, to classify (to arrange according to characteristics) [v] 

CLASSISM ACILMSSS discrimination based on social class [n -S] 

CLASSIST ACILSSST advocate of classism [n -S] 

CLATTERY ACELRTTY having rattling noise [adj] 

CLAUSTRA AACLRSTU basal ganglia in brain [n CLAUSTRA] 

CLAVERED ACDEELRV CLAVER, to gossip (to talk idly about affairs of others) [v] 

CLAVICLE ACCEILLV bone of shoulder [n -S] 

CLAWBACK AABCCKLW money taken back by taxation [n -S] 

CLAWLESS ACELLSSW having no claws [adj] 

CLAWLIKE ACEIKLLW resembling claw [adj] 

CLAYBANK AABCKLNY yellow-brown color [n -S] 

CLAYIEST ACEILSTY CLAYEY, resembling clay [adj] 

CLAYLIKE ACEIKLLY resembling clay [adj] 

CLAYMORE ACELMORY type of sword (weapon having long blade for cutting or thrusting) [n -S] 

CLAYWARE AACELRWY pottery (ware molded from clay and hardened by heat) [n -S] 

CLEANEST ACEELNST CLEAN, free from dirt or stain [adj] 

CLEANING ACEGILNN act of ridding of dirt or stain [n -S] / CLEAN, to rid of dirt or stain [v] 

CLEANISH ACEHILNS CLEAN, free from dirt or stain [adj] 

CLEANOUT ACELNOTU act of cleaning something out [n -S] 

CLEANSER ACEELNRS one that cleanses (to clean (to rid of dirt or stain)) [n -S] 

CLEARCUT ACCELRTU to cut forest completely [v CLEARCUT, -TTING, -S] 

CLEAREST ACEELRST CLEAR, clean and pure [adj] 

CLEARING ACEGILNR open space [n -S] / CLEAR, to remove obstructions [v] 

CLEAROUT ACELORTU action of removing unwanted material from place [n -S] 

CLEARWAY AACELRWY road on which stopping is not permitted [n -S] 

CLEATING ACEGILNT CLEAT, to strengthen with strip of wood or iron [v] 

CLEAVAGE AACEEGLV act of cleaving (to split or divide) [n -S] 

CLEAVING ACEGILNV CLEAVE, to split or divide [v] 

CLEEKING CEEGIKLN CLEEK, to clutch (to grasp and hold tightly) [v] 

CLEFTING CEFGILNT CLEFT, CLEAVE, to split or divide [v] 

CLEIDOIC CCDEIILO enclosed in shell [adj] 

CLEMATIS ACEILMST flowering vine [n -ES] 

CLEMENCY CCEELMNY mercy (compassion shown to offender or enemy) [n -CIES] 

CLENCHED CCDEEHLN CLENCH, to grasp firmly [v] 

CLENCHER CCEEHLNR one that clenches (to grasp firmly) [n -S] 

CLENCHES CCEEHLNS CLENCH, to grasp firmly [v] 

CLERGIES CEEGILRS CLERGY, body of persons ordained for religious service [n] 

CLERICAL ACCEILLR cleric (member of clergy) [n -S] 
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CLERIHEW CEEHILRW humorous poem [n -S] 

CLERKDOM CDEKLMOR status or function of clerk [n -S] 

CLERKING CEGIKLNR CLERK, to serve as clerk (office worker) [v] 

CLERKISH CEHIKLRS resembling or suitable to clerk [adj] 

CLEVEITE CEEEILTV radioactive mineral [n -S] 

CLEVERER CEEELRRV CLEVER, mentally keen [adj] 

CLEVERLY CEELLRVY CLEVER, mentally keen [adv] 

CLEVISES CEEILSSV CLEVIS, metal fastening device [n] 

CLICKING CCGIIKLN CLICK, to make short, sharp sound [v] 

CLIENTAL ACEILLNT CLIENT, customer (one who buys something) [adj] 

CLIFFIER CEFFIILR CLIFFY, abounding in cliffs [adj] 

CLIFFTOP CFFILOPT top of cliff [n -S] 

CLIMATAL AACILLMT CLIMATE, weather conditions characteristic of area [adj] 

CLIMATIC ACCIILMT CLIMATE, weather conditions characteristic of area [adj] 

CLIMAXED ACDEILMX CLIMAX, to reach high or dramatic point [v] 

CLIMAXES ACEILMSX CLIMAX, to reach high or dramatic point [v] 

CLIMBING BCGIILMN sport or activity of ascending mountains [n -S] / CLIMB, to ascend (to go or move upward) [v] 

CLINALLY ACILLLNY in clinal (pertaining to cline (series of changes within species)) manner [adv] 

CLINCHED CCDEHILN CLINCH, to settle matter decisively [v] 

CLINCHER CCEHILNR decisive fact or remark [n -S] 

CLINCHES CCEHILNS CLINCH, to settle matter decisively [v] 

CLINGIER CEGIILNR CLINGY, adhesive [adj] 

CLINGING CGGIILNN CLING, to adhere closely [v] 

CLINICAL ACCIILLN CLINIC, medical facility [adj] 

CLINKING CGIIKLNN CLINK, to make soft, sharp, ringing sound [v] 

CLIPPING CGIILNPP something that is clipped out or off [n -S] / CLIP, to trim by cutting [v] 

CLIQUIER CEIILQRU CLIQUEY, inclined to form cliques [adj] / CLIQUY [adj] 

CLIQUING CGIILNQU CLIQUE, to form clique (exclusive group of persons) [v] 

CLIQUISH CHIILQSU cliquey (inclined to form cliques) [adj] 

CLITELLA ACEILLLT regions in body walls of certain annelids [n CLITELLA] 

CLITORAL ACILLORT CLITORIS, sex organ [adj] 

CLITORIC CCIILORT CLITORIS, sex organ [adj] 

CLITORIS CIILORST sex organ [n -IDES, -ES] 

CLITTERS CEILRSTT CLITTER, to make thin rattling sound [v] 

CLOAKING ACGIKLNO CLOAK, to conceal (to keep from sight or discovery) [v] 

CLOCHARD ACCDHLOR vagrant (wanderer with no apparent means of support) [n -S] 

CLOCKING CCGIKLNO CLOCK, to time with stopwatch [v] 

CLODDIER CDDEILOR CLODDY, lumpy (full of lumps) [adj] 

CLODDISH CDDHILOS CLOD, dolt (stupid person) [adj] 

CLODPATE ACDELOPT stupid person [n -S] 

CLODPOLE CDELLOOP clodpate (stupid person) [n -S] 

CLODPOLL CDLLLOOP clodpate (stupid person) [n -S] 

CLOGGIER CEGGILOR CLOGGY, clogging or able to clog [adj] 

CLOGGILY CGGILLOY CLOGGY, clogging or able to clog [adv] 

CLOGGING CGGGILNO act of dancing while wearing shoes with thick wooden soles [n -S] / CLOG, to block up or obstruct [v] 

CLOISTER CEILORST to seclude (to remove or set apart from others) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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CLOMPING CGILMNOP CLOMP, to walk heavily and clumsily [v] 

CLONALLY ACLLLNOY CLON, group of asexually derived organisms [adv] 

CLONKIER CEIKLNOR CLONKY, making dull thumping sound [adj] 

CLONKING CGIKLNNO CLONK, to make dull thumping sound [v] 

CLONUSES CELNOSSU CLONUS, form of muscular spasm [n] 

CLOPPING CGILNOPP CLOP, to make sound of hoof striking pavement [v] 

CLOSABLE ABCELLOS CLOSE, to block against entry or passage [adj] 

CLOSEOUT CELOOSTU clearance sale [n -S] 

CLOSETED CDEELOST CLOSET, to enclose in private room [v] 

CLOTHIER CEHILORT one who makes or sells clothing [n -S] 

CLOTHING CGHILNOT wearing apparel [n -S] / CLOTHE, to provide with clothing [v] 

CLOTTING CGILNOTT CLOT, to form into clot (thick mass) [v] 

CLOUDIER CDEILORU CLOUDY, overcast with clouds [adj] 

CLOUDILY CDILLOUY CLOUDY, overcast with clouds [adv] 

CLOUDING CDGILNOU CLOUD, to cover with clouds (masses of visible vapor) [v] 

CLOUDLET CDELLOTU small cloud [n -S] 

CLOURING CGILNORU CLOUR, to knock or bump [v] 

CLOUTING CGILNOTU CLOUT, to hit with hand [v] 

CLOVERED CDEELORV CLOVER, plant [adj] 

CLOWNERY CELNORWY clownish behavior [n -RIES] 

CLOWNING CGILNNOW CLOWN, to act like clown (humorous performer) [v] 

CLOWNISH CHILNOSW resembling or befitting clown [adj] 

CLUBABLE ABBCELLU sociable [adj] 

CLUBBIER BBCEILRU CLUBBY, characteristic of club [adj] 

CLUBBING BBCGILNU practice of frequenting nightclubs [n -S] / CLUB, to form club (organized group of persons) [v] 

CLUBBISH BBCHILSU clubby (characteristic of club) [adj] 

CLUBFACE ABCCEFLU striking surface of clubhead [n -S] 

CLUBFOOT BCFLOOTU deformed foot [n -FEET] 

CLUBHAND ABCDHLNU deformed hand [n -S] 

CLUBHAUL ABCHLLUU to put vessel about [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CLUBHEAD ABCDEHLU part of golf club that strikes ball [n -S] 

CLUBLAND ABCDLLNU area having many nightclubs [n -S] 

CLUBMATE ABCELMTU fellow member of club [n -S] 

CLUBMOSS BCLMOSSU green plant resembling large moss [n -ES] 

CLUBROOM BCLMOORU room for club's meetings [n -S] 

CLUBROOT BCLOORTU plant disease [n -S] 

CLUCKING CCGIKLNU CLUCK, to make sound of hen [v] 

CLUELESS CEELLSSU hopelessly confused or ignorant [adj] 

CLUMPIER CEILMPRU CLUMPY, lumpy (full of lumps) [adj] 

CLUMPING CGILMNPU CLUMP, to form into thick mass [v] 

CLUMPISH CHILMPSU resembling clump (thick mass) [adj] 

CLUMSIER CEILMRSU CLUMSY, awkward (lacking skill, dexterity, or grace) [adj] 

CLUMSILY CILLMSUY CLUMSY, awkward (lacking skill, dexterity, or grace) [adv] 

CLUNKIER CEIKLNRU CLUNKY, clumsy in style [adj] 

CLUNKING CGIKLNNU CLUNK, to thump (to strike so as to make dull, heavy sound) [v] 

CLUPEOID CDEILOPU clupeid (fish of herring family) [n -S] 
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CLUSTERY CELRSTUY pertaining to cluster [adj] 

CLUTCHED CCDEHLTU CLUTCH, to grasp and hold tightly [v] 

CLUTCHES CCEHLSTU CLUTCH, to grasp and hold tightly [v] 

CLUTTERY CELRTTUY characterized by disorder [adj] 

CLYPEATE ACEELPTY CLYPEUS, shield-like structure [adj] 

 

8s contain -CL- 

ARBUSCLE ABCELRSU dwarf tree [n -S] 

AURICLED ACDEILRU AURICLE, ear or ear-shaped part [adj] 

BACLOFEN ABCEFLNO muscle relaxant [n -S] 

BARNACLE AABCELNR shellfish [n -S] 

BECLAMOR ABCELMOR to clamor loudly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BECLOTHE BCEEHLOT to clothe (to provide with clothing) [v -D, -HING, -S] 

BERNICLE BCEEILNR wild goose [n -S] 

BEUNCLED BCDEELNU having many uncles [adj] 

BICYCLER BCCEILRY one that bicycles (to ride bicycle (two-wheeled vehicle)) [n -S] 

BICYCLIC BCCCIILY having two cycles [adj] 

BINNACLE ABCEILNN compass stand [n -S] 

BIOCLEAN ABCEILNO free of harmful organisms [adj] 

BIOCYCLE BCCEILOY life-supporting region [n -S] 

CANTICLE ACCEILNT hymn [n -S] 

CARUNCLE ACCELNRU fleshy outgrowth [n -S] 

CAULICLE ACCEILLU small stem [n -S] 

CIRCLING CCGIILNR CIRCLE, to move or revolve around [v] 

CONCLAVE ACCELNOV secret meeting [n -S] 

CONCLUDE CCDELNOU to finish (to bring to end) [v -D, -DING, -S] 

CORNICLE CCEILNOR part of aphid [n -S] 

CURRICLE CCEILRRU light carriage [n -S] 

CYCLAMEN ACCELMNY flowering plant [n -S] 

CYCLECAR ACCCELRY type of motor vehicle [n -S] 

CYCLEWAY ACCELWYY bikeway (route for bikes) [n -S] 

CYCLICAL ACCCILLY stock whose earnings fluctuate widely with variations in economy [n -S] 

CYCLICLY CCCILLYY CYCLIC, moving in complete circles [adv] 

CYCLITOL CCILLOTY chemical compound [n -S] 

CYCLONAL ACCLLNOY CYCLONE, rotating system of winds [adj] 

CYCLONIC CCCILNOY CYCLONE, rotating system of winds [adj] 

CYCLOPES CCELOPSY CYCLOPS, minute one-eyed crustacean [n] 

CYCLOSIS CCILOSSY circulation of protoplasm within cell [n -SES] 

DECLARER ACDEELRR one that declares (to make known clearly) [n -S] 

DECLASSE ACDEELSS lowered in status [adj] 

DECLAWED ACDDEELW DECLAW, to surgically remove claws of [v] 

DECLINER CDEEILNR one that declines (to refuse (to express oneself as unwilling to accept, do, or comply with)) [n -S] 

DECLUTCH CCDEHLTU to disengage clutch (coupling mechanism) of motor vehicle [v ED, -ING, -ES] 

DENTICLE CDEEILNT small tooth [n -S] 

DICYCLIC CCCDIILY having two maxima of population each year [adj] 

DISCLAIM ACDIILMS to renounce any claim to or connection with [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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DISCLESS CDEILSSS diskless (having no disk (round, flat storage device for computer)) [adj] 

DISCLIKE CDEIIKLS disklike (resembling disk (flat, circular plate)) [adj] 

DISCLOSE CDEILOSS to reveal (to make known) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

ECCLESIA ACCEEILS assembly in ancient Greece [n -E] 

ECLECTIC CCCEEILT one who draws his beliefs from various sources [n -S] 

ECLIPSER CEEILPRS one that eclipses (to obscure (to make obscure)) [n -S] 

ECLIPSIS CEIILPSS ellipsis (omission of word or words in sentence) [n -SES, -ES] 

ECLIPTIC CCEIILPT astronomical plane [n -S] 

ECLOGITE CEEGILOT type of rock [n -S] 

ECLOSING CEGILNOS ECLOSE, to emerge as larva from egg [v] 

ECLOSION CEILNOOS emergence of insect larva from egg [n -S] 

ENCIRCLE CCEEILNR to form circle around [v -D, -LING, -S] 

ENCLITIC CCEIILNT word pronounced as part of preceding word [n -S] 

ENCLOSER CEELNORS one that encloses (to close in on all sides) [n -S] 

ENCYCLIC CCCEILNY letter addressed by pope to bishops of world [n -S] 

EPICLIKE CEEIIKLP resembling epic (long narrative poem) [adj] 

EPICYCLE CCEEILPY circle that rolls on circumference of another circle [n -S] 

EXCLUDER CDEELRUX one that excludes (to shut out) [n -S] 

FASCICLE ACCEFILS small bundle [n -S] 

FIRECLAY ACEFILRY heat-resistant clay [n -S] 

FOLLICLE CEFILLLO small bodily cavity [n -S] 

FURUNCLE CEFLNRUU painful swelling of skin [n -S] 

HANDCLAP AACDHLNP striking together of palms of hands [n -S] 

HECTICLY CCEHILTY HECTIC, filled with turmoil [adv] 

INCLINER CEIILNNR one that inclines (to slant (to deviate from horizontal or vertical)) [n -S] 

INCLOSER CEILNORS one that incloses (to enclose (to close in on all sides)) [n -S] 

IRONCLAD ACDILNOR armored warship [n -S] 

ISOCLINE CEIILNOS type of rock formation [n -S] 

LISTICLE CEIILLST article consisting of list of items [n -S] 

MISCLAIM ACIILMMS to claim wrongfully [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MISCLASS ACILMSSS to put in wrong class [v ED, -ING, -ES] 

MONOCLED CDELMNOO MONOCLE, eyeglass for one eye [adj] 

MUSCLIER CEILMRSU MUSCLY, composed of muscle (tissue that produces bodily movement) [adj] 

MUSCLING CGILMNSU MUSCLE, to proceed by force [v] 

MYSTICLY CILMSTYY in mystical (spiritually significant or symbolic) manner [adv] 

NONCLASS ACLNNOSS lack of class [n -ES] 

NONCLING CGILNNNO not clinging (to adhere closely) [adj] 

NUCLEASE ACEELNSU enzyme (complex protein) [n -S] 

NUCLEATE ACEELNTU to form into nucleus [v -D, -TING, -S] 

NUCLEOID CDEILNOU DNA-containing area of certain cells [n -S] 

NUCLEOLE CEELLNOU part of nucleus [n -S] 

NUCLEOLI CEILLNOU nucleoles (part of nucleus) [n NUCLEOLI] 

NUCLIDIC CCDIILNU NUCLIDE, species of atom [adj] 

OBSTACLE ABCELOST something that obstructs (to get in way of) [n -S] 

OCCLUSAL ACCLLOSU pertaining to biting surface of tooth [adj] 

OILCLOTH CHILLOOT waterproof fabric [n -S] 
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OUTCLASS ACLOSSTU to surpass so decisively as to appear of higher class [v ED, -ING, -ES] 

OUTCLIMB BCILMOTU to surpass in climbing [v -ED, -LOMB, -ING, -S] 

PANICLED ACDEILNP PANICLE, loosely branched flower cluster [adj] 

PARCLOSE ACELOPRS screen dividing areas in church [n -S] 

PARTICLE ACEILPRT very small piece or part [n -S] 

PEDICLED CDDEEILP PEDICLE, pedicel (slender basal part of organism) [adj] 

PEDUNCLE CDEELNPU flower stalk [n -S] 

PELLICLE CEEILLLP thin skin or film [n -S] 

PENTACLE ACEELNPT five-pointed star [n -S] 

PICLORAM ACILMOPR herbicide [n -S] 

PINNACLE ACEILNNP to place on summit [v -D, -LING, -S] 

PIPECLAY ACEILPPY to whiten leather with fine white clay [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

POPSICLE CEILOPPS trademark [n -S] 

PRECLEAN ACEELNPR to clean beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PRECLEAR ACEELPRR to clear beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PRECLUDE CDEELPRU to make impossible by previous action [v -D, -DING, -S] 

PROCLAIM ACILMOPR to make known publicly or officially [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PUBLICLY BCILLPUY by public [adv] 

RACLETTE ACEELRTT cheese dish [n -S] 

RECIRCLE CCEEILRR to circle again [v -D, -LING, -S] 

RECLINER CEEILNRR one that reclines (to lean or lie back) [n -S] 

RECLOTHE CEEHLORT to clothe again [v -LAD, -D, -HING, -S] 

RECYCLER CCEELRRY one that recycles (to process in order to extract useful materials) [n -S] 

RUSTICLY CILRSTUY in rural (pertaining to country (territory of nation)) manner [adv] 

SCLAFFED ACDEFFLS SCLAFF, to strike ground with club before hitting ball in golf [v] 

SCLAFFER ACEFFLRS one that sclaffs (to strike ground with club before hitting ball in golf) [n -S] 

SCLEREID CDEEILRS type of plant cell [n -S] 

SCLERITE CEEILRST one of hard plates forming outer covering of arthropod [n -S] 

SCLEROID CDEILORS sclerous (hardened) [adj] 

SCLEROMA ACELMORS hardened patch of cellular tissue [n -S, -TA] 

SCLEROSE CEELORSS to become hard, as tissue [v -D, -SING, -S] 

SCLEROUS CELORSSU hardened [adj] 

SPIRACLE ACEILPRS orifice through which breathing occurs [n -S] 

SUBCLAIM ABCILMSU subordinate claim [n -S] 

SUBCLASS ABCLSSSU to place in subdivision of class [v ED, -ING, -ES] 

SUBCLERK BCEKLRSU subordinate clerk [n -S] 

SYNCLINE CEILNNSY type of rock formation [n -S] 

TENTACLE ACEELNTT elongated, flexible appendage of some animals [n -S] 

TESTICLE CEEILSTT testis (male reproductive gland) [n -S] 

THINCLAD ACDHILNT runner on track team [n -S] 

TIECLASP ACEILPST clasp for securing necktie [n -S] 

TRICYCLE CCEILRTY to ride vehicle having three wheels [v -D, -LING, -S] 

TUBERCLE BCEELRTU small, rounded swelling [n -S] 

UNCHICLY CCHILNUY not chicly (in elegant (tastefully opulent) manner) [adv] 

UNCLASSY ACLNSSUY not classy (stylish; elegant) [adj] 

UNCLAWED ACDELNUW not clawed (to scratch with claws (sharp, curved toenails)) [adj] 
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UNCLENCH CCEHLNNU to open from clenched position [v ED, -ING, -ES] 

UNCLINCH CCHILNNU to unclench (to open from clenched position) [v ED, -ING, -ES] 

UNCLONED CDELNNOU not made by cloning [adj] 

UNCLOTHE CEHLNOTU to divest of clothing [v -D, -LAD, -HING, -S] 

UNCLOUDY CDLNOUUY not cloudy (overcast with clouds) [adj] 

UNCLOYED CDELNOUY not cloyed (to gratify beyond desire) [adj] 

UNICYCLE CCEILNUY to ride one-wheeled vehicle [v -D, -LING, -S] 

VERNACLE ACEELNRV vernicle (veronica (handkerchief bearing image of Christ's face)) [n -S] 

VERNICLE CEEILNRV veronica (handkerchief bearing image of Christ's face) [n -S] 

VERSICLE CEEILRSV short line of metrical writing [n -S] 

 


